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SuperMoney is not responsible for third party products, services, sites, recommendations, endorsees, reviews, etc. All products, logos, and company names are trademarks ™ trademarks or ® trademarks of their respective companies. Their use does not mean or suggest SuperMoney or our endorsees, affiliations, or sponsorships. SuperMoney.com is an ad support service. Owners of this website may be
compensated in exchange for recommended placement of certain sponsored products or services, or by clicking on links posted on this website. This correction may affect how and where products are displayed on this site, such as the order in which they appear. SuperMoney strives to offer a wide range of offers to users, but our offers do not represent any financial services company or product. We strive
to ensure that the information on this site is up-to-date and accurate, but we need to review the information with our product or service provider and read the information we can provide. † You check eligible rates and conditions, one or more soft credit pulls are made by SuperMoney and/or SuperMoney lending partners that do not affect your credit score. However, if you select a product and continue to
apply on the loan partner's website, one or more consumer reporting agencies will be asked to provide a full credit report. Shares of Commerz Bank (CRZBY) and Deutsche Bank (DB) - Rose on Wednesday to get a report after Manager Magazine reported news of a possible merger of two major lenders in Germany. A weekly news publication reported that Deutsche Bank is moving towards an unthinkable
option in the face of difficult situations as chief executive John Cryan reviews the bank. The publication said a major German lender tried fathom... Whether the merger with Commerz Bank probably makes sense and whether it held theoretical and very early stage considerations for trading. It is unclear whether they will be taken up. At the same time, the possibility of this idea being executed internally is
very limited, the Manager declared. The manager reported that unofficial internal discussions had broken out at Deutsche Bank about the strategy after weak second quarter results. The discussion includes a debate over whether the retail bank postbank, which Deutsche Bank plans to sell in part, should be re-integrated instead, and more radical options, including the Commerzbank merger. Monica
Schallah, a spokeswoman for Deutsche Bank, declined to comment. However, in another comment first reported on CNBC by Ceo Cryan at the Handelsblatt European Bank Summit, the bank's chief executive pointed out that the European banking sector was struggling with banking and thin margins. Mergers are necessary to allow European banks to competeHe said, I don't know. But he said he thought
a tie-up with Commerz Bank was not an option at this time. Cryan also said at the Handelsblatt summit that Deutsche Bank would probably not immediately think of impressive acquisitions in the United States or Asia. Martin Gielke, chief executive officer of Commerz Bank, which he said shortly after Cryan, will not comment on the prospect of a Commerz Bank tie-up. Deutsche Bank's stock has recently
risen 1.8 per euro to 13.11 euros in Frankfurt, Commerz Bank has recently risen 3.6 percent at 6.29 euros and Deutsche Bank's market value has dropped out of the Euro Stocks 50 index, along with Credit Suisse, for about 17.8 billion euros. Earlier today, Deutsche Bank's share price had more than half in the past year on concerns about a capital position led by 15 percent state-owned and CEO Martin
Gielke. This has decreased by about 36% in the past year. Stocks were mixed in cautious trading and lasted more than 40 years after the UK triggered the first step in its elimination from the EU. Finance weighed on the Dow and high-tech boosted the Nasdaq. Pending home sales rose much faster than analysts had expected and rose to their highest level in almost a year. Pending home sales measure
transactions where a contract has been made but the contract has not yet been signed. Crude oil prices have risen after the Energy Information Administration reported an increase of 900,000 barrels of oil in domestic inventories over the past week. Analysts expected a higher increase after the American Petroleum Institute showed a rise of about 2 million barrels. Morgan Stanley (MS) - Get Report has
been upgraded to buy from Deutsche Bank's hold. The company is optimistic about improving capital markets and trading. Yesterday's real money discussion on Deutsche Bank (DB) was enjoyed with the strong contributions of Tim Collins, Kevin Callan and Doug Kas. But I believe that all respected gentlemen missed a remarkable point in Germany after an amazing decline in their share. Germany is
currently trading at 31% of the form book value. Yes, it's not typos, DB is trading at a 69% discount on shaped books. So the market has earned German credit of less than 33 cents in all euros of net worth (I'm using the German stock price of .8.04 to get rid of currency concerns). And the problem is: Is it too cheap to ignore? Goldman Sachs (GS) is better compatible with Germany and after the recent
slide in GS stocks, the market is following a 1.0-fold book value at a property book value of .191.71 on 9/30/2018. The bond market is certainly noting that Germany's benchmark 4/2025 dollar bonds are trading at 87.25 cents in dollars today and yielding 7.03 percent.Barely held on to the last notch of investment grade status, with current ratings from Moody's to Standard &amp; Poor's and Baa3 to BBB-
and Baa3. Germany's current market capitalization is just under USD 192 billion and may be the ultimate counter to Doug Kas's Black Swan debate. The real risk for German shareholders is not the blow-up of the balance sheet, but the continued decline to oblivion. Germany's problems are innumerable, and it is certainly useless to find evidence of an incident involving Panama Papers' money laundering
program by German investigators at its headquarters in Germany this week. But at the end of the day, Germany is a relatively strong German consumer and commercial bank, and investment banks are not well-done. The relationship is becoming increasingly strained as senior management in Frankfurt actively cuts investment banks and trading staff for risk management. Germany's balance sheet consists
mainly of mortgages to Germans (34% of loan books) and other loans to individuals and consumers with high net assets, combining an additional 19% of the loan books. The German housing market is booming in 2018, with Euro-Pace AG reporting a 7% rise in the house price tracking index. So there is no crisis of wealth impact in Germany at the moment, and popular news organizations are focusing on
the fact that Chancellor Merkel of Lamedakh did not offer more affordable housing. So, Germany is a solvent and is actually very solvent, but I will continue to return to his daily lecture on the differences between CNBC's David Faber and liquidity and solvation capacity during the Lehman crisis. As presented under the ifRS Accounting DB balance sheet, it was filled with cash on 9/30. DB's accounts show
consolidated cash balances of EUR 201.2 billion, down 11 percent so far in 2018, up from the Figures for June 30. This figure also reduces the number of long-term debts of the DB by EUR 152 billion at 9/30. But both the bond market and the stock market are saying to us that they don't care about DB's 9/30 liquidity figures. Clearly, Germany's common share Tier 1 (CET1) ratio is 14.0% and its total
capital ratio is 18.0%, which is not appreciated in the market. Germany buys back its shares, but with a small amount of money (last year's purchase was 22.8 million shares out of a base of 2.1 billion shares), those shares are not retired and are used for employee compensation programs, so there is no anti-dilute impact of the return. And it's a German problem: the bank is run by a horrible individual.
Management can raise stocks significantly by buying back shares at 31 cents in euros, but liquidity concerns and low credit ratings make the option unfavorable. So Doug is wrong. Germany is going to survive but with a market value 87% lower than Goldman, who cares about the real problem?USD 100 per share in 2007. He's right and believe me, my friend who works at DB is keenly aware of that fact.
But like GE (GE), IBM (IBM), Ford (F), and many other corrupt angels, the real whole-body risk of a German explosion has long been priced by the market. I don't know if Germany is too big to fail, but there are no signs of failure, but I'm sure Germany is too small to be a problem. So, I'm not bottom fishing in DB stock. (Goldman Sachs belongs to Jim Cramer's Action Alert PLUS membership club.) Do you
want to be warned before Jim Cramer buys or sells GS?
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